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Geoparsing and Geotagging is a well studied problem. The authors have missed a lot
of important work in related work section (see end citations).

Although the problem is based on disaster response actually the work presented is
standard geoparsing.

The location identification approach proposed by the authors is not state of the art
(standard tokenization, geonames gazetteer lookup).

The location disambiguation is also quite simplistic (language/time zone/population fil-
ters, location name subsumption). Modern geoparsing approaches use extra informa-
tion to boost precision, either from contextual text (e.g. linguistic patterns used and
other location mentions in text), geospatial source (e.g. OpenStreetMap database lo-
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cations for spatial proximity) or social context (e.g. social media tags from a training
corpus). The approach used by the authors is not advancing the state of the art.

The idea of clustering (i.e. grouping) posts with the same location mention to provide
additional context is potentially a novel idea that does advance the state of the art.

However the choice to filter out all locations where the population density is small
greatly weakens this works applied value. Geoparsing popular locations, usually cities
with a high population density, is much easier than geoparsing obscure remote loca-
tions. For populous areas social media tagging has been proven to be very effective.
Such work (see Kordopatis-Zilos) has not been cited at all and is not compared.

There are publicly available benchmark geoparse datasets (see PyPI geoparsepy
https://pypi.python.org/pypi/geoparsepy) which could and should have been used to
directly compare results to published work (see Middleton and Gelernter). The au-
thors instead created a smaller dataset manually and thus the results are not directly
comparable.

The evaluation itself is weak. No statistical significance is reported. A breakdown
of results by event & language is not provided (known factors in performance). The
authors appear to be geoparsing at the region level (the paper is not precise about this
so its impossible to tell). The example of ’A10 near Amsterdam’ should geoparse both
the A10 (road) and Amsterdam (region) - but appears to only score on Amsterdam.
The whole approach lacks rigour and depth.

The results themselves look weak (i.e precision scores), which is not surprising consid-
ering the lack of state of the art location disambiguation techniques. I would expect a
precision for region level geoparsing to be 0.9+ (F1 0.8+). The authors manage around
0.7 precision.

Overall this work is too immature at this stage for a journal publication. The lack of
a real comparison to the extensive related work already published in this area means
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this work has little current value to a serious researcher.
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